The List of the Main Results of the Author
Information is physical heterogeneity. The information characteristics of heterogeneity are: Shannon's information entropy, information divergence, joint entropy, and communication information. The informatics laws of nature are: the law of simplicity of complex systems, the law of uncertainty (information) conservation, the law of finiteness of complex systems characteristics, the law of necessary variety by Ashby W. (1956) , and the theorem of Gödel K. (1931) . The main principle of quantum mechanics by Zeilinger (1999) is: elemental physical systems contain (carry) one bit of information. The law of finiteness of complex systems characteristics and the principle of necessary variety by Ashby impose restrictions on the topology and symmetry of the universe; time is onedimensional Euclidean space. Space is three-dimensional Euclidean space. Time is homogeneous. Space is homogeneous. Space is isotropic. Space is flat. The universe is four-dimensional pseudoEuclidean space. The law of simplicity of complex systems and the law of uncertainty (information) conservation impose restrictions on physical transformations of the space-time and transformation of internal symmetry: Jacobian transformations are equal to 1. Transformations are linear. Equality to one of the determinants of linear transformation defines that, among the space-time transformations, only translations and owns rotations are physically possible. I Irreversibility of time, not the owns rotations, reflexions are forbidden and physically cannot be possible because Jacobians transformations are equal to -1. (Gurevich, 1989) . Equality to one of the determinants of linear transformation defines that, among transformations of the internal symmetry, only unimodular transformations are physically possible. Restrictions on symmetry of space-time define physical laws of conservation. The homogeneity of time defines the law of energy conservation. The homogeneity of space defines the law of impulse conservation. Isotropic spaces define the law of conservation of impulse momentum. The principle of field interaction imposes restrictions on interaction process; the interaction of particles is carried out through corresponding fields. A particle does not need to know interaction laws-it must feel a field. The law of simplicity of complex systems and the law of information conservation allow the selection of the simplest models to adequately describe the universe: the universe is identical to metagalaxy; the universe is a homogeneous object; the universe is an isotropic object; the universe is a flat object. Increase in the scale factor of inflationary expansion of the universe is times. It was shown that the estimates of the joint entropy of matrixes mixture of electroweak interaction according to different independent experimental data are close to the estimates of the joint entropy of matrixes mixture of quarks. It testifies to the uniform information and physical nature of strong and electroweak interaction.
Taking into account Zeilinger's principle, the basic information principles of quantum mechanics construction are defined.
In particular, the joint use the physical law of energy conservation and the information law of uncertainty (information) conservation enables us to determine Hawking's formula for black holes (information spectrum of radiation) (Gurevich, 2007c) .
The formula for the information spectrum of radiation of neutron stars and white dwarfs was deducted (2009). Existence of several types of substance with different dependence of information content on mass (including linear for usual substance and for dark substance , square for black holes , linearly-logarithmic for neutron stars and white dwarfs , zero for dark energy ) was disclosed (Gurevich, 2007c (Gurevich, , 2009 ). Consumption of energy (mass) for the creation of microinformation and classical information (remembered, played back) for different types of matter was determined. In the standard model of the universe, the expansion of the mass of usual substance decreases. In the expansion of the universe with acceleration, the mass of usual substance in the beginning decreases, reaches a minimum, and then increases (Gurevich, 2007c) . Existence of optimal black holes was disclosed, and characteristics of optimal black holes (minimizing the volume of information in a part of the universe and the universe as a whole) were researched. The structure of the universe with the information minimum was determined. Limitations on the volume of information in the universe were defined (Gurevich, 2007b) . At author's approach for the estimate of information volume in a physical system, the use of holographic principle was not required. The procedure for estimating the information volume in physical objects consisted of the following. At first, the volume of information in the lower level objects -the fundamental particles (leptons and quarks) was estimated. According to Zeilinger's (1999) principle, we considered that, in the lower level objects, one bit of information was contained. Further, the volume of information in the objects of the second level was estimated. It was equal to the total of the information volume of objects of lower level plus the volume of information contained in the structure of objects of the second level of the hierarchy (mesons, baryons). The volume of information in the structure of objects of the second level is estimated on a wave function of the objects of the second level. The volume of information in objects of additional levels is similarly estimated.
Direct estimates of the information content in physical systems were given (Gurevich, 2007 (Gurevich, -2009 .
It is shown that the space uncertainty (information) on the particle layout in space spots the Newtonian gravitational potential (the first derivative of information on radius) and the strength of gravitational field (the second derivative of the information on radius): the type of gravitational potential is (Gurevich, 2008b (Gurevich, , 2009 , the type of strength of gravitational field is (Gurevich, 2008b (Gurevich, , 2009 ). The same is true for the Coulomb interaction potential and the field intensity strength of the Coulomb interaction.
It was shown that, to four known types of interaction (gravitational, electromagnetic, strong, and weak); one should add one more type of interaction -information interaction (Gurevich, 2007) .
The information models of cosmological objects (black holes, neutron stars, white dwarfs, and stars of solar type) were developed (Gurevich, 2007c (Gurevich, -2009 .
The information limitations on forming and merging black holes were received (Gurevich, 2008b (Gurevich, -2009 .
The existence of initial discontinuities of the universe (with the use of information divergence) was proven. The estimates of the initial discontinuities mass of the universe were given (Gurevich, 2009 ).
Expansion of the universe from initial heterogeneity generates new heterogeneity (information). The universe expansion is the reason and source of information formation. Various physical processes in the extending universe form information (Gurevich, 1989 (Gurevich, -2009 .
The curvature of the universe also generates heterogeneity (information). It was shown that the volume of information, shaped in a frame of reference, moving with acceleration, is equal to .
-jacobian, -acceleration, -coordinate, -speed of light. We will pay attention to the analogy to the effect Unru. The appearance of thermal radiation in an accelerated frame of reference in the absence of this radiation in a counting inertial system is the appearance of additional information in an accelerated frame of reference in the absence of this information in a counting inertial system. Estimates of the maximum volume and minimum volume, the current volume of information in the Universe was given. The estimates of the basic information characteristics of the universe were given (Gurevich, 1989 (Gurevich, -2009 .
A statement of the universe management problem was given (Gurevich, 2007) . From the information point of view, the necessity of a physical systems description (quantum mechanics) by means of nonclassical probabilistic logic was defined (Gurevich, 2009) .
It is necessary to notice, that from the principle of maximum entropy Lisi gets the necessity of the probability description of physical systems (the necessity of quantum mechanics) (Lisi, 2006) .
It was shown that, in all possible universes, the informatics laws and likewise physical conservation laws operate (Gurevich, 2009) .
The logic structure of nature's laws governs the stages of the universe's emergence and development. From two events in the universe's life, there is an earlier event that logically precedes the other. During the initial moments of time, information laws of nature operated. The information laws either have been set in the initial "design" of the universe or were contained in the initial heterogeneity of the universe or have been set from the outside of the universe.
The expansion of the universe from its initial heterogeneity has generated the heterogeneity (information): various types of interaction; various types of particles and fields corresponding to them; various types of atoms, molecules; various types of stars, planets; life …
Let's Look at Some of the Author's Results in More Detail

The Information Interaction
The interaction of the linked (entangled) states and subsystems of the quantum system helps estimate the communication information. The linked (entangled) states, subsystems differ on the value of communication information. The unit of interaction of the linked (entangled) states and subsys-tems of the quantum system is the bit. Therefore, interaction of the linked (entangled) states and subsystems of quantum system is information interaction. The interaction of the linked (entangled) states and subsystems does not depend on their layout in space or the distance between them. It follows from an information conservation law of uncertainty (information). At a change of coordinates, orientation in space separate q-bits and subsets q-bits, and the linked (entangled) state as a whole uncertainty (information) of interaction is saved.
It is possible to translocate q-bits, parts of the linked (entangled) subsystems, with any velocity from each other, saving the value of information interaction.
The maximum information interaction between subsystems A and B of systems is determined by the volume of uncertainty (information) in subsystems and is equal to , where d is the dimension of the subsystems. It is necessary to add to the four known types of interaction (gravitational, electromagnetic, strong, weak) one more type of interaction -the information interaction (Gurevich, 2007c) .
Estimations of Volume of the Information in the Systems Consisting of n of Elementary
Systems (q-bits) Gurevich (2007) shows that the physical system can be represented as a direct sum of direct products of the q-bits. Therefore, it is necessary to assess the volume of information in q-bits systems. Zeilinger (1999) proposed the Foundational Principle for Quantum Mechanics: An elementary system carries 1 bit of information. Let's estimate the volume of information in the system consisting of elementary systems ( q-bits). In the beginning, we shall consider systems with equiprobable basic states.
Let us assume that a system consists of noninteracting q-bits. The q-bit is described by the wave function . Here are basic states of the q-bit. Measurements of the qbit states will give the states and with probabilities equal to . Uncertainty (information ) of the q-bit is equal to 1 bit . Here is the information entropy (Shannon, 1948) . Hence, in the system consisting of , not cooperating q-bits with equiprobable basic states that the volume of information is proportional to the number of q-bits and equal to bits. This determines the minimal volume of information in system of q-bits with the equiprobable basic states. This explains the linear dependence of the volume of information on mass in usual substances (in fundamental particles -quarks, leptons, photons).
Let us assume that a system consists of q-bits interacting in pairs with equiprobable states and is described by the following wave function . Every qbit has the wave function . ( are basic states of the -th q-bit. The information of communication (Gurevich, 2006a) of the pair of interacting q-bit described by the wave function is equal to 1 bit (Gurevich, 2006a of information in the system containing q-bits interacting in pairs with equiprobable basic states, is equal to bits. This determines the maximal volume of information in the system consisting of q-bits. At the volume of information in the system of q-bits interacting in pairs is equal to . This explains the quadratic dependence of the volume of information on the mass in black holes. The system consisting of in pairs interacting q-bits contains bits more information than the system consisting of in pairs interacting qbits: .
Let us assume that the system consists of q-bits, where they make groups of q-bits and each of the q-bits interacts only with q-bits of the group (we consider that divided by ). The volume of information in groups consisting of in pairs interacting q-bits with equiprobable basic states is equal to bits. Hence, in the system of q-bits with limited interaction there are bits. This explains the linear dependence of the volume of information on mass of composite particles in usual substance (for example, in elementary particlesbaryons, mesons and also atoms).
In general the volume of information in the system consisting of q-bits with equiprobable basic states, is not less than bits and no more than bits.
Information Estimate of the Mass of Initial Discontinuities of Universe
The results obtained with the help of information considerations lead to the following basic conclusions: the universe, at the extension, generates discontinuities (information) from initial discontinuities (information) (Dolgov et al.,1988) ; we showed that, at the initial time, the heterogeneity of usual substance matter and dark substance in the universe exist; we show that, at the initial time, the heterogeneity of dark energy in the universe did not exist; the laws of nature and physical laws completely determine that the development, properties, and characteristics of the universe must be contained in the initial heterogeneity of our universe. Physical laws operate in our universe from the moment of time of not less than t=1E-44 s. For a record, fixing the natural laws and physical laws, the certain volume of classic information I pf is needed. Consequently, a volume of the classic information I hty in the initial heterogeneity of universe must be not less than the volume of the classic information is in the natural laws and physical laws I gty < I pf .
The mass of the initial heterogeneity is more then 1E+15*I pf *k*T/c^2, or the mass of the initial heterogeneity is proportional to the volume of the classical information in the physical laws and is inversely proportional to the square root of the time of life of our universe and inversely proportional to the square of the speed of light.
The mass of the initial heterogeneity of the universe required to memorize or store the physical laws (1E+7 classical bits) at the temperature of the universe 1E+12K (the lifetime of the universe 1E-5s) is about 1E-8kg (about one Planck's mass).
To get the 1E+7 classical bits of information at the time t = E-34s, with the Fridman's expansion of the universe, it needs approximately 1E+5 classic bits at the time t = E-44 s or a mass of the initial heterogeneity of the universe of approximately 1E+12kg. At the sedate extension of the uni-verse from 1E-34 s to 1E-10 s from 1bit of the classical information 160 bits of the classical information were formed. Therefore, for deriving 1E+7 bits classical information at the moment of 1E-10 s it is necessary to have 1E+5 bits classical bits at the moment of 1E-34 s or approximately the mass 1E+7 kg. This, apparently, is impossible. Therefore, the initial information is assumed to be generated, appreciably, at the inflationary extension of the universe.
At the inflationary extension of the universe from 1E-34 s to 1E-32 s, from one bit of the classical information containing in initial heterogeneities of the universe 1E+3 bits of the classical information are shaped. At the inflationary extension from 1E-34 s to 1E-32 s and the further sedate extension of the universe from 1E-32 s to 1E-10 s from one classical information bit 1E+5 bits classical information are shaped. For deriving 1E+5 bits classical information at the moment of 1E-10 s, it is necessary to have about 1E+5 classical bits at the moment of 1E-34 s or the mass 1E+4 kg. This is an estimate of the mass of initial heterogeneity of the universe at the moment of 1E-34 s, the mass that is necessary for containing (storing) the physical laws of nature.
It testifies in favor of the improved hypothesis to the initial information (Leskov, 2006) : "... At the moment of 1E-34s, universe as a whole has been concluded in field in radius of 1E-24sm... In this size already there was heterogeneity of mass of the order 1E+4kg from which all information on the universe future was generated..."
Information Volume in Our Universe
Information is inseparably linked with matter and energy. Information is physical heterogeneity steady for certain time, heterogeneity of matter and energy (Gurevich, 1989 (Gurevich, -2009 ). The energy necessary for the formation of one bit of microinformation (Chernavsky, 2002 ) is equal to (Brillouin, 1960) . The mass necessary for formation of one bit of the microinformation is equal to
. The values of energy and mass of the carrier of 1 bit of microinformation are resulted at temperatures 3K (300K). The minimum energy for 1 bit is equal to 4,141E-23 (4,141E-21) joule. The minimum mass for 1 bit is equal to 4,608E-40 (4,608E-38) kg. On the average in atoms for 1 bit of information is used kg of mass of substance (for example, in atom of hydrogen is used kg, in atom of lithiumkg). It is approximately by times more than the mass necessary for formation of one bit of microinformation. The reason and source of information formation is expansion of the universe and initial heterogeneity. At symmetry infringement between weak and electromagnetic interactions in the universe, it is formed bits. The information mechanism of particles formation in the inflationary universe generates quantity of particles, comparable with the standard estimation of the number of particles in the universe, -an order of 10 80 -10 90 .
The minimum possible volume of information in the universe with prevalence of substance is in the universe with prevalence of radiation is bits. The greatest possible volume of information in the universe is bits (Gurevich, 1989 (Gurevich, -2009 ). Growth of volume of information at sedate expansion of the universe is . Reduction of density of information at sedate expansion of the universe is . The growth of information volume at inflation expansion of the universe is . The reduction of density of information at inflation expansion of the universe is .
Information Volume in Some Fundamental, Elementary Particles and Atoms
Fundamental particles are the simplest physical systems (elementary systems by Zeilinger, 1999) .
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There is 1 bit in a lepton. There is 1 bit in a quark. One photon with circular polarization contains 1 bit. One photon, -bozone-products of electroweak interaction-contains 0,78 bits. Elementary particles represent physical systems of the second level of complexity. There are 9,422 bits in a proton, a neutron (taking into account the structure of protons and neutrons, the information in quarks, and the colors of quarks).
Atoms represent physical systems of the third level of complexity. There are 11,422 bits in the atom of hydrogen (taking into account the structure of atom, the information in protons and electrons). There are 39,688 bits in the atom of helium. … There are 109,642 bits in the atom of carbon. … There are 544,21 bits in the atom of iron (26th element). There are 2334,436 bits in the atom of uranium, ... In the above-mentioned cases the structure of atoms and external uncertainty of electrons are not considered.
The estimates of the joint entropy of matrixes mixture of electroweak interaction (1,7849; 1,7787; 1,7645; 1,7945), according to different independent experimental data, are close to the estimates of the joint entropy of matrixes mixture of quarks (1,7842, 1,7849) (Gurevich 2008 (Gurevich , 2009 ).
Information Volume in Stars
The sun contains bits. The white dwarf of solar mass contains bits. The neutron star of solar mass contains bits.
Information Volume in Black Holes
The existence of matter of two types -with square-law and with linear dependence of information volume on mass -is the source, the reason of existence, of optimal black holes which minimize the volume of information in any region of the universe and in the universe as a whole. The information volume and the mass of optimal black holes, that are yielded by deciding the direct problem (minimization of volume of information in the system (usual substance -black hole) for a given mass of the system) and the dual problem (maximization of mass of the system (usual substance -black hole) for a given volume of information in the system) respectively, coincide.
There are bits in the optimal black hole generated in the system «radiation (photons) -black hole» at the temperature of radiation -2,7K. There are bits in the optimal black hole generated in the system «hydrogen (protons) -black hole».
At the temperature of radiation K (at the time from «the Big Bang» of the universe ), the mass of the optimal black holes that have arisen in the systems «radiation -black holes» is equal to the mass of the optimal black holes which have arisen in the systems «hydrogen (protons) -black hole».
In masses of the optimum black holes shaped from various types of atoms of ordinary substances or a mixture of various types of atoms of ordinary substances, information contents are approximately identical.
The black holes of solar mass contain bits. The black holes in centers of galaxies contain bits.
Information Volume in Galaxies
In galaxies having stars, there are about bits. In galaxies having of stars and containing, in kernels, super massive black holes with the mass of of solar mass, there are bits.
Information Dependence of Temperature of Radiation on Mass
For a black hole, the dependence of temperature on mass (Hawking's spectrum) looks like . For a neutron star, the dependence of temperature on mass (an information spectrum) looks like .
Information Restrictions at Creation of Black Holes from Stars
The mass of the black hole formed from the star of the sun's type is no more than kg. The mass of the black hole formed from the white dwarf of solar mass is no more than kg. The mass of the black hole formed from the neutron star of solar mass is no more than kg.
Note: The black hole at formation uses only part of mass. Other mass, in the form of usual substance, dissipates in surrounding space, and other objects can be formed of it.
Information Restrictions at the Merging of Black Holes
At the merging of two black holes with the mass , without the use of additional usual substance, the mass of the resulting black hole is less, than .
At the merging of two black holes with the mass , with the use of additional usual substance, the mass of the resulting black hole is more than .
Classical Information
Nitrogenous basis contains bits of the classical information (macroinformation).
Amino acids contain bits of the classical information. Earth's mass is used for the formation of live substance, it will generate about 10 50 bits of classical information. If 1% of the universe's mass is used for the formation of live substance, it will generate approximately 10 75 bits of classical information. bits is a range of possible volume of classical information in the universe defined by the data known now. The volume of classical infor-mation formed by terrestrial civilization is bits/year. Parity of volumes of information in the universe in a year, generated by matter and civilization is . The share of information formed by civilization on one star system is equal to 10 -27 . It shows that the contribution of terrestrial civilization to information formation of the universe is now insignificant.
Fundamental Limits on Information Capacity Storage Devices
Regarding estimates of the information volume in atoms, amino acids, nitrogenous bases, the differential information capacity of a substance determines the fundamental limits of information capacity storage devices. The differential capacity information of storage devices, based on a combinations of atoms, does not exceed bits/kg, and the information capacity of the storage mass 1kg bits; it can be enhanced with respect to the current level of no more than times. The differential information capacity of storage devices, built on the basis of atoms, does not exceed bits/kg, and the information capacity of the storage mass 1kg bits; it can be increased by no more than times.
Fundamental Restrictions on Productivity of the Information Systems
The difference between the energies of the basis states of the hydrogen atom, considered as a qbit, impose fundamental limitations on the speed of computing devices. The number of operations a hydrogen atom can perform as a q-bit is limited to 1,5*10 12 operations per second.
The productivity of a computer built from atoms of hydrogen, whose mass is one kg, is not more than 10 39 op/sec. Given the restrictions of 10 28 bit/kg and 1,5*10 12 op / sec, you can add a number of fundamental natural limits, such as the speed of light, the elementary charge, Planck's time, and so on.
Cognitive Process of the Universe
The universe, the information volume of which is finite, is effective and completely knowable (Gurevich 2006c) .
The subject of the cognitive process is a classical object (for example, terrestrial civilization). In the course of the universe's cognitive process, compression of information is not less than times and no more than times. The gravitation law, in particular, compresses the information than by no less of a factor than . Interpretation of cognitive process by methods of quantum mechanics (the description and measurement) on the basis of information parities is possible. The knowledge is carried out through a hypothetical information channel -"the knowledge channel of nature." The limited throughput of "the knowledge channel of nature" defines as impossible "exact" (in classical sense) descriptions and measurements of quantum objects. To increase accuracy (uncertainty) of the description/measurement of one of the components, the observer is compelled to reduce accuracy (uncertainty) of the description/measurement of the other.
Information Unity of All Possible Universes
As heterogeneity should exist in the universes with any physical laws, the approach that is based on information properties of heterogeneities of any nature and corresponding information laws and restrictions, and also physical laws of conservation following from them, extends on all possible universes. Thereby, physical laws of conservation and information restrictions on other possible physical laws in different universes are identical. Does it mean that all possible universes are identical?
3. The Approach 2. (Verlinde E. 2010) 
